
I have been told that Hopkins is very
uptight about homosexuality. But I come
from a state where, to the best of my
knowledge (my inquiries have had to be
very discreet), no college or university has
a homophile organization. One of my
Close friends boasts of how he "beat up a
faggot"; effeminacy is highly suspect; and
13. ne is taught to conform to that mythic
Image of the all-American male.
Homosexuality is a valid ground for
ostracism or social persecution, and a gay
has absolutely nowhere to go for help.

In contrast to the atmosphere of the
small city in which I grew up, Hopkins is
liberal beyond my most hopeful dreams. I
don't like to think of what would happen
If someone attempted to start a
homophile organization on the campus in
MY hometown. At the very least, the
Police would be called in to break up the
first meeting; at the very worst, they
Ought not be called in to break up a near
lYnching of "perverts."
My hopes of living a reasonable,

out-of-the-closet life were encouraged
When I came to Hopkins. Only a month
after my freshman year began, I saw
advertisements for the formation of the
GaY Caucus. Accustomed to thinking that
such things simply weren't done, I was
both a little bit shocked and elated.

I wasn't about to go to the first
Meeting of the Caucus. There was no way
'Was going to be openly affiliated with it.
What would the jocks down the hall say?

I simply sat in my room on that night
In early October of last year and
speculated on the probable scene in
Conference Room B.
A good friend of mine who knew I was

gaY but was himself straight did attend
the first meeting, and he had a very
encouraging report to give me—about 30
People attended, there were no hecklers,
and the meeting ran smoothly. Now I was

really surprised. What would have quickly
become a public issue of great interest at
home—especially among the members of
the conservative, fundamentalist
denominations—didn't seem to have
attracted much attention at all here on
campus.
One immediate result of my covert

connection with the Gay Caucus was that
I found I knew more gays than I had
thought. Some were rather
tiamboyant—"Better blatant than latent,"
as the saying goes—but some people who
seemed perfectly "normal" turned out to
be just that, normal and homosexual.

It was reassuring to know that there
were many Hopkins gays who didn't try
to hide their sexual identity, but I was
not yet ready to step completely out of
the closet (I still haven't). But shortly
before the end of my first semester, I
openly went to a meeting of the Caucus. I
did not publicly announce that I was
going, but I did go. I paid for my bravery
by having a nervous stomach for three
days before the eVent.

My first meeting was a very rewarding
experience. I had never been in a room
full of people where everyone was either
gay or sympathetic to gays. It was the
first time in my life I could relax and feel
perfectly natural without feeling
paranoid. (I had spent three years fearing
that everyone who looked at me
immediately knew I was gay and pitied
and/or despised me. I was Hector Prynne,
and my badge was a flaming "F.")
The Caucus does sponsor social

activities—at which mutual consent
replaces molestation—but it is also
involved in such serious things as
improving the legal and political status of
gays and relieving the pressure we feel in
everyday living in a sometimes unfriendly.
world. When I found that members of the
Caucus had gone to Annapolis to lobby

for a bill making job discrimination
because of sexual orientation illegal, I was
very much impressed. If that was
attempted in my state, every member of
the fading Ku Klux Klan and of the local
Baptist or Pentecostal church would be
out on the streets fighting the spread of
"perversion," the thought that their own
sons or daughters might be gay never
occuring to them.
My dealings with the Caucus have been

slight—I am still very much a "Wardrobe
Monarch"—but I have found the simple
knowledge that it exists to ber very
comforting. I don't think there are many
places where it's easy to be gay, and
Hopkins gays are fortunate to have some
assistance. Sure, Baltimore and Hopkins
may seem oppressive to someone from
New York or San Francisco, but to
someone from the liberal state of
Arkansas, this is a wonderful place.
Gay life in Baltimore is, of course, not

confined to the JHU campus. Early in my
second semester here, I worked up the
courage to go to some of the gay bars;
institutions of a similar nature at home
are raided regularly by the police, and no
one worries too much if a few faggots
lose their teeth or get their heads smashed
on the way to jail. Once again, I found it
relaxing to be in a place where I didn't
have to worry about who was watching or
what the neighbors might do. Personally,
I don't particularly enjoy the bars, but
they are good places to go when I need to
relax and do things one doesn't do in the
Rat—like dancing with another guy.

Although the only gay bar to get a
listing in this year's Handbook is the
Hippo, there are two other gay bars in the
near vicinity—Mary's and Leon's. For the
male Hopkins gay without independent
transportation, these are probably the
only bars worth the walk or the bus ride.
The women are less fortunate; the best

women's bars are located in Easi
Baltimore.

If you don't care to go to the bars
about the only place to meet other gays i!
at the meetings of the Caucus (or perhap5
certain levels of Eisenhower Library)
Other than that, you're on your own, but
one shouldn't forget the streets of Charles
Village on any pleasant day; one should
forget Wyman Park.

I believe it's unfortunate that very few
of the gays on campus involve themselves
even minimally in the activities .of the
Gay Caucus. Including myself—an
arguable point—only two gays in my class
have "come out." Taking the incidence of
homosexuality at Hopkins to be about
6% (a conservative figure, assuming the
campus to be representative of the
national figure), it is obvious that there
are a lot of people who are not involving
themselves in the activities of gay
Hopkins. I understand the difficulties
involved in coming out—my family isn't
aware that I'm gay, and I don't want
them to get the news just yet—but one
can be involved without being a member
of the Caucus. Surreptitiously and in the
dead of night (so long as it's before 11:00
p.m.) call the number given in the ads for
the Caucus. Explain your interest and
your problem—you can give a false name
such as the one under which I'm writing
this article or no name at all—and you

may be very pleasantly surprised to find
that you're not alone.

--Vincent Hollinger

The Hopkins Gay Caucus will be
sponsoring a coffee house at Chester's
Place tonight from 8 p.m.-1 a.m. The
next meeting of the Caucus will be Wed.,
Oct. 13, 8:30 p.m.. in Conf. Room B.
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Unpaid Rent
By DAVE DESMITH

Today I forgot to pay my rent
to my landlay downstairs and she
got mad and pointed her finger at
me like my mother used to and I
ran up the stairs to my room
because I didn't care anymore. I
usually always pay her on time,
except that I got fired from my
job yesterday and I couldn't earn
any money today to pay her
with. My room ain't even the
best one either, it's probably the
worst but I've never seen the
insides of the others. Mine has a
little wodden bed in the corner
with a mattress and a square
brown formica table held up by a
metal post in the floor, and a
littler table between my bed and
the window. It's really half a
crate that I took from the alley,
but I don't tell people that. My
window lets me see four stories
down to the street that's mostly
full of kids screaming and cars all

over the place. Most oi tue
buildings around here are getting
knocked down now. They are
using big new machines that are
yellow to do it.
remember the first time I saw
one of those machines at my old
house. The machines were
smaller and dirtier and they
moved around a lot slower and
couldn't knock down as much as
they can now, but they were
strong enough to knock over my
old house. The boy in the bed
next to mine told me that the
machines costed a lot of money
because they were always trying
to make bigger, better, stronger
ones and that took money. The
way they tore down our old
house was neat. Four of them
made most of it fall at once; then
they just cleaned up the mess. I
got to watch most of the job but
then the bus came and took us all
to our new house which wasn't

nowhere as good as the old one.
But now I got my own room and
I like to watch the new machines
out my window except they're so
noisy now. Mostly I just close the
window and pull the shade that
has a few holes in it so the noise
ain't so bad. The floor in my
room is wood and cold and the
cuffs of my pants-legs get dirty if
I walk around a lot on it. The
mirror on the back of my door is
cracked on one side but I can still
use it. I just look at one half of
my face at a time. Two of my
Walls have wallpaper with roses
but they're not really red roses
and the paper is peeling off and
cracking a little. My other walls
are plain wallboard that gets
dirty real easy and you can't rub
it off or it just streaks and gets
the wall dirtier. Most of the time
when I'm in my room I sleep or
listen to my radio. I found it in
the street one morning and I kept
it. It's black and small with a dial
on one side for loudness and one
on the other side for changing
the stations, but I can only get
one channel anyway because I

think it got busted. I like my
room. But that's not what this is
about.

Jobs

I have a hard time looking for
jobs, or finding them. Whenever I
go to find a job I always look in
the newspapers first and then go
to the factory or place where the
job is. I always leave in plenty of
time to be early for the thing and
I dress in my best clothes because
the employment lady said that it
would help so they can't tell I'm
so poor. I tell most places that I
want the job so I'll have
something to do besides listen to
my radio, and that I don't really
need the money. I told one man
in a job office that I was a really
rich man with a car and a house
who never worked before but
decided to try. Everytime I try to
get a job, though, I don't get one.
It's because I don't have a
telephone, I'm sure of that. What
I mean is that whenever I go for a
job they tell me they'll call me if
I can have the job and I say okay
but I don't have a phone and
they say that's allright they'll let
me know. But they never do. So
I figured it out. What I needed
was a phone in my room. Then
when I went for a job and they
said they'd call I could just say
okay and I could even get one
the same color as my radio. I
made up my mind to go to the
telephone place down the street
and get a phone. I walked for a
while on the street between the
curb and the parked cars. I don't
like to walk on sidewalks because
you have to always jump out of
other people's ways. Cars are
easier to walk between. On the
way, I stopped for a while to
watch the machines that were
busy knocking over a shopping
renter. These machines were
really big, the biggest ones I ever
seen. They were painted real
bright yellow and were kept
clean all the time. These ones
could move faster than cars too,

and boy were they strongiit only
took two of them to knock over
the whole shopping center. 1
watched them for a while from
the other side of the street before
I left. But when I got to the
telephone place the men told me
I had to pay for a phone even if I
didn't have a job anymore. I tried
to tell them that I couldn't get
money until I got a job and I
couldn't get a job unless I had a
phone for the employment lady
to call . me back on but none of
them listened. They pushed me
out of the dumb brick building
on to the sidewalk where I
knocked over a lady by
stumbling. She was fat and
probably rich because she had
jewelry and a poodle and
everything about smelled new.
My landlady says I'm dumb and
can't learn anything ever but I
learned something from the rich
lady. That's what this is about.
Since then I've known why illy
landlady yells at me for rent and
why . employment ladies say
they'll call me back even when I
don't have a phone and why the
phone company won't give me 3
phone so I can get a job. I did
learn from that lady I knocked
over because when she pulled
herself up she said, "I hate you
for that,...I'd hate you anyway.
That's what this is about. They
all hate me. They would
probably hate my room too.
On my way home that day the

men at the wrecked shopping
center were cleaning off their
machines and making sure they'd
run perfect the next time and I
heard two of them in suits
talking about may be buying a
newer mac inc since they're so
much etter than the old ones. I
crossed the street and all of them
watched me as I got closer. I
heard one of them say that a new
machine costed more than the
whole shopping center. Ii I had
one of those machines I would
sell it and rent all my landlady's
rooms.
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A variety show, in film, of singin, dancing and
various nationalities of China performed by The
Chinese Art Troupe, whose visit to -the United
States has been indefinitely postponed due to the
disagreement of the I .S. Government about a sotig.
in the program, entitled "People of Taiwan, Our
Own Brothers".

Sponsored
By

The Chinese Student Association
of

The Johns Hopkins University

Time: October 9 (Sat.), 8 p.m.
Place: L. S. V. Room
Admission: .q I. 00
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Jack Kerouac saw it all, and then wrote it down
By COLIN CAMERER

Kerouac, Jack (1922-Oct. 21),
author whose novels, among
them On the Road, The Dharma
Bums, and The Subterraneans,
expressed disdain for American
middle-class values and were
the cornerstone for the "beat"
generation of the 1950's.
--1970 Year Book, under "Deaths
of Notable Persons"

"1 don't think it is possible to
proceed further in America
Without first understanding
Kerouac's tender brooding
conzpassion for bygone scene &
personal Individuality oddity 'd
therein.''

—Allen Ginsberg,
in the Introduction to
' Visions of Cody

Jack Kerouac died seven years
and two weeks ago in Florida;
drunken, disgusted, 'all written
out'. He was the "King of the
Beats", writing of the beat
lifestyle he and his friends lived
through the fifties and sixties. He
stood unique among the ,Beat,
apolitical, writing 1000 word
essays to his radical friends
Condemning the Left. Was lie a
brilliant writer, or, as Truman
Capote claimed, a typist?

From Lowell

to the West

Born in Lowell, Massachusetts,
of French-Canadian parents,
Kerouac plodded undistinguished
throughout school. His interest in
writing began to surface at
Columbia University, where
Kerouac went on a football
scholarship. Coach ,Lou Little's

insistence on keeping him from
Playing regularly—Little later
called Kerouac "a good enough
football player, but maybe a
little headstrong" -led him to
quit and join the Merchant
Marine. After sailing and drifting
around the world -especially the
'brown American night" -for
Years, Kerouac's first novel, The
T051,, and the City, was
L' -

published in 1950. Town, written
in the style of Thomas Wolfe, is a
thinly fictionalized account of
Kerouac's early days in Lowell.

After On the Road. a barely
disguised saga of his
cross-country rambling with Neal

Cassady, was released, Kerouac
became a celebrity, often
appearing in public, drunken and
outraged. It had taken some nine
years for On the Road to be
published, and after the quick
critical success of Town, Kerouac

expected easy publication of On
the Road. ,The latter iS written,
like all of his later works,in a
'spontaneous prose' style Jack
invented, and which publishers
hated. The Vanity of Duluoz,
almost a Kerouac autobiography,
was written the year before his
death in Flor\ida. He hoped
Vanity would be the first book in
a 'Legend of Duluoz' series
(Kerouac , often called himself
John 'Louse' Duluoz), but
tragically it became the last.
Most controversial about

Kerouac's work is his style, or
lack of it. Written in spontaneous
prose (usually while stoned
and/or drunk) cum Joyce's

The Student Council

stream-of-conscousness method,
Kerouac •disdained punctuation
and literary formality. Typically
only hyphens, periods, or
commas separate passages in
Kerouac's work, depending on
the literary phase he was in at the

time. Kerouac said his style
resulted from his background as a
Catholic, and his ramblings
during weekly confession.
Revisions to a manuscript were
rare -only occuring when
absolutely necessary to sell a
book. On the Road was written
in three days, on a roll of
teletype paper—Kerouac didn't
believe in imposing artificialities
like pages and indentations to a
work—other pieces were created
in marathon 60 hour typing
sessions. Late in his life, Kerouac
tried writing a two-part poem
called "Sea": the first part
consisting of blind scribblings in
the seaside darkness at poet
Lawrence Ferlinghetti's cabin in
Bixby Canyon, California. The
second part was supposed to be
done similarly at the shore of the
Atlantic in Brittany, France, but
was never completed. A third of
Cody consists of Kerouac's

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
will conduct selections for

DEPARTMENTAL LIAISONS

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, Oct. 13th, 14th, and 15th.

Sign up now through Tuesday, Oct. 12th at the Student

Council Office for an interview. Any questions, please

contact Cathy Michaelson at Box 750 or at 243- 2405.

transcription of a taped
conversation at a party with Neal
Cassady and some friends.
Kerouac constantly used these
and other different approaches to
writing—often looking curiously
at the mundane and everyday, as
Warhol looked at the Campbell's
soup can.

Is Kerouac's style (he wrote
his only scholarly piece, a short
essay, "On the Development of
Spontaneous Prose". for some
friends) simply typing, or does it
have artistic merit?I believe the
latter—although anyone can write
a Book of Dreains as Kerouac
did, simply describing dreams as
they_ are recalled, it takes a genius
to describe dreams with the
amazing raw vision Kerouac did.
The incredible descriptions in
Cody—almost film-like in their
precision and compass—are
unpolished, but still -beautiful
and striking enough to form a
poignant montage throughout
the book—and all of Kerouac's
books. For example: ̀, I want to
stretch a pretty girl with soft lips
who maybe usherettes on Sunday
at a B-movie on Main Street, or
whichever street that is, over a
sandy old lousy bed in a fishing
shack along the brown sluggish
old Neuse River, and lay her."
Many authors might, on second
reading, change 'usherettes' to
the more grammatically perfect
'ushers', thus destroying the
beauty of the line. Another
instance— `tvhy did I ever tell
you about how a Mississippi
River or Red River flood can
flood a golf course_ and
undermine tees?and make men
in white knickers weep? and
remind them that mud is where
they came from?'

Is Kerouac's work fiction?In
terms of.content, it generally is
not. His style imposes an artistic
kind of aura about his work that
puts it in a limbo between fact
and fiction; between the real, the
surreal, and the unreal. In his last
published novel, Pic, Kerouac
tells the story of a young black
boy on a bus ride to New York
after his grandfather's
death—"On the crossroads Mr.
Dunaston let me and old hound
dog sit on the steps of his store
ever' blessed evenin and I heard
the purty singin on the radio just

as plain, just as good, and learned
me two, th'ee, seben songs and
sing them."
The story may be true, but the

'dialect is so superbly accurate,
and the novel se well written that
whether it is fact or fiction is not
important. Most of Kerouac's
books are- based on his own
life—Visions of Gerard, about his

'saintly' brother who died, age

nine, when Jack was four.
Visions of Cody, about his friend
Neal Cassady. Doctor Sax, about

his childhood in Lowell, and
accompanying adolescent
fantasies. The Dharma Bums,
about his experiences with
Buddhism. The Subterraneans,
detailing his love for a black girl
named Mardou. And Maggie
Cassidy, about his first love in a
Lowell high school in 1939.

In his wake Kerouac has left a
distinct artistic heritage--now
pursued chiefly by three

musicians. Bob Dylan's lyrics are

reminiscent both of Kerouac's
airy moralizing ("Idiot Wind"),
and of Kerouac's surreal
descriptions of America ("Black
Diamond Bay"). Both cling, as
artists, to unorthodox and
unattractive, though charismatic,
styles. The cover notes on Desire
give an eerie feeling-of deja vu to
a reader, of Kerouac: "Romance
is taking over. Tolstoy was right.
These notes are being written in a
bathtub in Maine under ideal
conditions, in every curio lounge
from Brooklyn to Guam, from
Lowell to Durango oh sister,
when I fall into your spacy arms,
can not ya feel the weight of
oblivion. ." The reference to
Lowell is particularly indicative
of Dylan's artistic
inheritance—mention of,
Rimbaud. karma, and California
also point to that line of heritage.
Kerouac's close friend Allen
Ginsberg, perhpas the major
living literary influence on
Kerouac's work, is a friend of
Dylan and read poetry briefly
with the Rolling Thunder Revue.

Bruce Springsteen's lyrics also
resemble Kerouac stylistically, as
his voice evokes memories of
Roy Orbison. The substance of
Springsteen's music is that of
Kerouac's writing—life, dreams
.and visions. Both are obsessed
with. music—Kerouac with 50's
Jazz, Spring'steen with .70's
rock—women, cars, drugs, and
friends. From Springsteen's
"J ungleland"; "Barefoot girl
sitting on the hood of a
Dodge/Drinking warm beer in the
soft summer rain/The Rat pulls
into town rolls up his
pants/Together they take a stab
at romance/And disappear down
Flamingo Lane."
Perhaps the contemporary

artist with the most resemblance
to Kerouac is Tom Waits, a
carburetor -throated singer just
recently achieving some fame.
Waits' sees what Kerouac
saw—the beauty of lonely diners
and cafes and truckstops of
America and their people—what
Kerouac called the 'redbrick and
neon of American life'. Both
perform, whether it be at the
typewriter or on stage, while
strung out on beer, cigarettes,
pot and heavier drugs. Waits, on a
recent Dinah -Shore show,
resembled Kerouac on the Jack
Paar show a decade ago—both
token Beats, exposed in the
blinding light of TV for all
suburban America to
see—drunken poets defending
their rights as artists.

Kerouac always wrote as if
driven, , obsessed—as if writing
were a soul-cleansing process. His
greatest dream was to write ".
.one enormous comedy—The
Duluoz Legend. In my old age, I
intend to collect all my work,
and re-insert my pantheon of
uniform names, leave the long
shelf of books there, and die
happy." While the multitude of
names Kerouac gave his friends
still are intact, the Duluoz
Legend lives on. As Ann Charters
said in a biography, "His books
are evidence of his presence, the
young Jack still alive on his pages
to rush on to the nFxt adventure
so long as there are people wha
read the Legend of Duluoz."ggerg[0] OEgig
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Signed, sealed, delivered, I'm yours for only $13.98
By J.D. CONSIDINE

Stevie Wonder, Songs In The Key
of Life, Tamla T13-34062.

There are certain things which
those of us "in the biz" (as we
narcissistically refer to ourselves)
have been waiting for. The new
Jackson Browne LP. Teo
Macero's Miles Davis o'ut-take
collection. Word on what ever
became of Bruce Springsteen, last
year's ".new Dylan." And, of
course, the new Stevie Wonder
album.
When someone only puts out

an album every year or so, and
still maintains vast public
attention, a new release is an
event. But when one of the
hottest talents in Rock—Pop-Soul
doesn't do anything for almost
two years, a new album is an
event. Although no figures are
definite, it looks as if over
100,000 copies' of the new album
have been sold in the
Baltimore/Washington area alone,
since its release last Thursday..
Now comes the part where the

critic tells you how GREAT the
new album is, and raves through
paragraphs while the reader nods
his head in agreement, mumbling,
"Yeah, man! Dig it!" Only that's
not the story here. Perhaps it was
because I expect more out of a
capital Event, but as great as
the new album is, there are still
things to be said against it.

First the praise. It is an
excellent album, considerably
better than Fulfillingness' First
Finale, and in many ways better
than the classic Innervisions. The
tunes are snappy and supple, and
the lyrics manage to escape the
banality of most R & B jive. The
concept of the album is coherent,
if slightly rambling, and the
engineering and production are
miles above the norm for
Motown. The package, with two
12 inch LPs, a book, and a
curious 7 inch disc, the size and
shape of a 45, but played at 33
witli two songs per side.
To list a favorite song is

difficult. There are so many good
tunes here, the listener is caught
like a child in a candy store with
one choice and dozens of
options. "Sir Duke," with its
light, reggae-based rhythm track
and snappy horn arrangements is
a top contender, but then so are
"Isn't She Lovely, " "I Wish,"
"Ordinary Pain," "All Day
Sucker," "As,"...well, I could go
on. The album opens with a
typical Wonder ballad, "Love's in
Need of Love Today," an
attractive if forgettable tune
which leads into the ,sermonette
funk of "Have a Talk With God"
(remember "Higher Ground?)
"Village Ghetto Land" is an idea
with all the bite of Gil
Scott-Heron, but more musical
invective, placing irony-clenched
ghetto horroros into a series of
perverse platitutdes afloat in- a
musical background reminiscent
of "In an English Country
Garden." Stevie's synthesized
strings (courtesy his Yamaha
Polyphonic Synthesizer—) sound
amazingly like the real thing. and
the arrangement is so
string-oriented that it is hard to
remember that it is a keyboard

lick. "Contusion," a snappy
instrumental is chased down by
the aforementioned "Sir Duke,"
a tune I love even if it does rate
Glenn Miller with the Likes of
Armstrong, and Basie (whatabout
Benny Goodman)
Side Two is perhaps my

favorite side overall; at least, it's
side I play the most. Opening
with "I Wish," a delightful
reminiscence of a pleasantly
misspent youth:

Brother says he's tellin'
'Bout you playin' doctor with that
girl

Just don't tell and I'll give you
Anything you want in this whole
wide world

continues through some pleasant
ballad material ("Pastime
Paradise" being especially fine,)
and goes into "Ordinary Pain."
"Pain" is one of the album's
masterworks; essentially a love
song from both sides. It opens
with a medium tempo ballad,
about a guy trying to get over
being rejected by his lover:

Don't fool yourself
But tell no one else

That it's more than just
An ordinary pain

In your heart.
Then the music turns nasty, a

hard-edged funk beat taking over
the ballad, and the girl tells her
story, beginning "You're just a
masochistic fool...," the back up
vocals chanting "Ordinary Pain"
as a caustic refrain. What we are
Oven is a "poor little me, I loved
and lost" song, along with its
"you lost because you didn't
know what was going down"
counter chorus. We can only feel
partly sorry for the self=the
self-deceived - fool, and only
partly dislike the girl who did
him in. Why can't pop stars write
more tunes like this, instead of
grinding out countless "Silly
Love Songs?

"Isn't She Lovely' (on side
three) is a snappy little tune with
the jazziest feel on the album,
which Stevie wrote about his
daughter, Aisha. Little Stevie's
harmonica charms its way around
the changes, and we are treated
to tapes of baby Aisha crying,
laughing, talking, and so on.
Engagingly cute. "Joy Inside My
Tears," which follows, has
probably the best melody of any
ballad on the album.

Closing out the side, "Black
Man" combines an almost
mindless didacticism with a
driving, disco-funk beat.
Although I feel enlightened to
know that the first stop-light was
invented by a black man, or that
Sing Lee "won high honors for
courage and heroism in World
War I " the point seems rather
forced. Okay, we can get the
underprivileged kids to learn if
we place the lesson in an
attractive package. But why
teach tripe like this? With
Wonder's talent for subtlety, this
heavy-handedness is irritating.
Why not do an album made up
entirely of educational songs'Or
a special for PBS?Why limit his
obviously good intentions to
such a small package?

Moving on to side four, we
find some very attractive
melodies, among them.

"Ngiculela/Es Una Historia," and
"If It's Magic." "As" is one of
the best love songs Stevie has
ever written, with clever, sincere
lyrics set against an energetic
melody and rhythm track. Herbie
Hancock is featured on electric
piano, and does very little.
"Another Star," a latin cooker

in the traditon of "Don't You
Worry 'Bout A Thing," sews up
the side, with some breathily
brazen flute work, courtesy the
amazingly funky Bobbi
Humphrey.
Then there's the little "bonus"

disc, featuring "Saturn," a tune
kind of like what you'd expect,
say, Hall & Oates to do. "All Day
Sucker" is a rhythmic delight,
with the kind of kinky beat that
grabs you and doesn't let go.
"Easy Goin' Evening" ("My
Mama's Call") is double-tracked
harmonica schmaltz, the kind of

:3.
c/a

Love
"Love, Hate and Marriage:"

Snatches of Spoon River
Anthology, "I Do; I Do," and
"The Importance of Being
Earnest;" plus more. New faces
in new places -- tah-dah: The
Freshman One Acts.
"Ma, What is love?
Love and hate are the two

least frequently used four-letter
words. And yet, they are used
with more emotion than any.
fuck, shit, piss, or damn I have
ever heard used. More emotion --
"But, Ma, what does love

mean?' (Or hate, for that
matter.)
Very well, my child. Have you

noticed that the feeling of love is
always associated with emotions
of pain; however, when we speak
of hate, it is with a warm, glowy
feeling of satisfaction. This gives
one pause. Think. How many
more people do you dislike than
like'Go on, think.)
"But, Ma-ah, what is love?
Love is a many splendored

thing. Go ask your father.

stuff Stevie used to do on the
To4ia4t Show when he was 12.
So what's wrong with the

album?Well, as good as Stevie's
tunes are, he doesn't have the
musicianship or arranging
knowledge to get the most from
them. After awhile, the rhythm
tracks sound distressingly similar,
and the chord progressions are
noticeably predicatable. Even
with some of the big-name side
men on board, such as George
Benson, Herbie Hancock, and
Bobbi Humphrey, their
contributions are minimal to the
point of being unnoticeable.
Motown, Tamla's parent

company, has never been much
for slick instrumental
productions, except when trying
to sound like boradway (the old
Supremes being the best example
of that twisted aesthetic). But
with the friends Stevie Wonder

has, he could have easily brought
in someone like Quincy Jones to
spice things up. As good as his
writing is, his playing, especially
his drumming, is mere adequate.
His music deserves more than
that.

Despite this, there will be few
who will notice. The Beatles
maintained unheard of success,
despite the fact that they were
just minimal musicians. Very few
of us laughed at George
Harrison's awkward guitar lines,
Ringo's pedestrian drumming, or
Paul McCartney's idealess bass
playing, because the material
they were being -applied to was so
superior.

As for me, I was never too
fond of the Beatles for that
/reason, and for Songs In The Key
of Life, I would have liked more
for the $13.98 list I've been
asked for.

Hate
Here, kid, here's love. Take

this twenty and have a good
time. Don't thank me, kid,. That's
what inNi" is.

Leetle boy, leetle boy, where
are you going all alone?

"I am not alone. I have love."
Oh, do you. want summ

caandeee...
"No, thank you."
(Are you thinking,
"Two hot dogs, please, with

lots of mustard."
Mustard cost extra, son.
"That's all right."
Z000000-oom!

Va-r0000000000m!
Ba-r000000000m!
"Love, Hate and Marriage,"

this Friday and Satuulay at the
Barn , Theatre, at the hour of
eight o'clock. (Saturday, October
16, 8 p.m., Listening and
Viewing: bring mumsie and
dada.)
"Dad. I spent all my love."
Admission free.
---parenthetical statements by

Basil ,E. Frankwieler

Marriage
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Senior Class Film Series
presents

Because he Sam Spade,  and his falcon's worth a fortune!
.P...GItit.nri..M!?1

Oct. 8, 9
Shaffer 3

7:30 & 10:00
Seniors $.75

Others $1.00

••••

JUNI012_ CLASS

1224 ac=?'

Two?Pite
ALL YOU CAN EAT A\ D
DRIV SPECIAL 2,0ycL

S LV [ ST L PUNCH- 4
+ LI VL Bt\

ATTU DON CAFLIBA

In the Rat this weekend:

FRI:
COCOA ROSE

5 piece acoustic band

SAT:

FLOTSAM

AND JETSAM

the best in soft rock

Admission: 35'

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS

4,

ROBERT REDFORD/FAYE DUNAWAY
CLIFF ROBERTSON/MAX VON SYDOW

IN A STANLEY SCHNEIDER PRODUCTION

A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

THE OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN
PRESENTS

WEEKEND WONDER FLIX

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
OCTOBER 8, 9

7:30 Fic 10:00 PM

SHRIVER HALL

ADMISSION $1.00
7:30 & 10:00 PM

4, 4, 4, .* .0, 4, 4, 4, .4L 4, .4c 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4. • • • • • • • • • • * • • * 4, • * * • • •
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batter up
Next weekend's "A Million and One Pancakes" may prove

to be the highlight of the Hopkins social season. It is a
pathetic commentary on the sterile imaginations' of
those coordinating the supposedly vibrant schedule of
social events. Pancakes are just too syrupy for our tastes.

The construction of the Union revitalized campus life the
.past two years. That. social renaissance came to a screeching
halt with last spring's election of Messrs. Ponchak,
Tannenblatt, Himelfarb, and company. Their dereliction of
duty has caused the Hopkins social scene to deteriorate to
the point where one is limited to a trash movie in Shriver, a
thrilling night at the Rat, or an evening in front of the tube.
In any case, that is a far cry from both the actions of the past
and the hollow promises made during last year's elections.
The situation has reached the point where outsiders make
more use of the Union's facilities than Hopkins students.
We hope that this weekend's planned activities signal an

improvement.lt looksas if the "powers that be" are beginning
to defrost from their six-week deep freeze and realize their
only valuable function as elected student officials. Despite
their whines to the contrary the only legitimate function of
student leaders is to develop and organize activities which lift
students' noses out of the academic garbage pail. When even
that meager task cannot be properly performed, it is time to
question the competence of those student officials.

letters to the editor

To the Editor:
I think many would agree that

this years News-Letter has been a
good one. Coverage of
community events, Hopkins
sports, and campus issues has
been comprehensive. Yet, there
seems to be a noticeable gap in
coverage of one are of Hopkins
life (one which many consider an
integral part of the university)
ACADEMICS! Allow me to
illustrate exactly what I mean.
!. The Deans office in

Homewood House, in
conjunction with Omicron Delta
Kappa offers a free tutoring
service to students with probleTs
in specific areas. The News-Letter
has been contacted about the
need to publicize the program as
a service to students but have not
responded.

2. In mid-September, a campus
note giving deadlines for the
Rhodes, Marshall, Danforth, and
Luce Scholarships was sent to the
News-Letter along with the
request that the notice appear
regularly until after the deadlines

had passed. The notice has
appeared only twice. Instead, we

have been treated to the frequent
appearances of "Academic
Research Papers For Sale." When
the unethical replaces the
essential, a reevaluation of
priorities is long overdue.

3. Along more general lines, it
seems to me that the Hopkins
community would be more than
interested in knowing the new
faculty and visiting professors, as
well as what the Academic
Council and CUS (Committee on
Undergraduate Studies) have
been doing.
The News-Letter does have an

obligation to students, contrary
to what some may believe. The
dissemination of necessary
academic information
throughout the University is, in
my opinion, a major part of that
obligation. I hope you agree.

Sheldon Himelfarb
Student Assistant to the Dean

Editor's Note :Campus notes
are a free service to the Hopkins
community, while display ads
e.g. "Academic Research:
Papers' are paid for by the ad
customer. As we are an
organization with a budget to
balance, display ads must have
priority.

Continental Walk -- change afoot
By ERIC GARLAND

The Northeast branch of the
Continental Walk for
Disarmament and Social Justice
passes through Baltimore next
week, on the way to a mass
meeting in Washington October
16. Four groups of walkers from
across the country will converge
to protest "the misplaced
priorities of the federal
government."

Conceived a year ago by the
War Resisters League, the
Continental Walk focuses on the
billions spent for nuclear
weapons and military programs
as schools, housing, hospitals,
and community services suffer
from a lack of funds. A
coordinating committee in states
along the four routes (started
from Boston, North Carolina,
New Orleans, and San Francisco)
has worked on setting up
educational forums, organizing
demonstrations, and housing
walkers in local areas.

"Social change is not going to
come through the media,"
explained Dave Pittman, a
member of the Maryland

Committee for the Continental
Walk. "Long distance walking is a
symbol of a slow, methodical
way of accomplishment. That's
the kind of effort needed in local
communities if there's going to
be social change."

Pointing to the civil rights and
peace movements of the sixties,
the Continental Walk stresses
that power can be "turned
around" in America. The slow,
deliberate philosophy of the
Walk reflects some experience
eained from those movements.
"More people have to be

involved in the decision-making
process about the Pentagon,"
Pittman said. "Right now, people
are without a sense of power. Sid
Lens suggested that there are two
types of government: one
answers your request -for
information about guinea pigs in
a nice,efficient manner; the other
makes the decisions about nuclear
weapons, military expenditures
while closed off from the public.
You only control the people you
elect, and it breaks down that
decision-making rests with the
executive -- the President sets a
tone for the country. He sways
what goes on at the Pentagon."
The Walk protestors plan to

gather at the Lincoln Memorial
Monday morning October 18 for
a silent "Procession of Death,"
which will carry coffins to the

Pentagon steps. There is a
possibility that the State of
Virginia may deny the Walkers
access to the bridges; in that case,
certain acts of "civil
disobedience" can be expected.

In the afternoon, a return
"Procession of Life" will head
back into Washington with a list
of demands for the President.
The demands are not "utopian or
radical," according to a leaflet.
"They are based on common
sense. Not one of them needs to
wait ten years for action. Each
could be carried out by State and
Federal governments in the next
six months."

The demands include items
like an immediate halt in the
production of nuclear bombs,
while defusing existing nuclear
bombs; passage of the
Humphrey-Hawkins Full
Employment Bill and Kennedy
Health Bill; and a 25% cut in the
Pentagon budget for the next
fiscal year, eliminating the B-1
bomber, I rident submarine, and
Cruise Missile programs.

Violence

i he processions and list of
demands will have, of course, no

practical effect on the operations
and the policies of the,
government. "That's a long
road," Pittman commented, '
"more than 3,000 miles. You've
got to start at different levels.

Violence in the neighborhoods

starts five feet away and spreads
outward." The long process

involves a "lifetime commitment.

People in Appalachia are not

interested in short-timers, the
volunteers from the Peace Corps

or Vista."
As a local flyer states, "the

simple act of walking from
community to community is a

powerful symbol that the
realization of great goals is

reached slowly, and that so

fundamental a change as we
demand begins in our

neighborhoods and at our

workplaces."
When the walkers meet on

Saturday the 16th, joined by
thousands of others, they will
combine for three days of

demonstrations, rallies, a peace
and justice fair, and music. A
2p.m. rally Saturday at the
Sylvan Theater will have Ralph
Abernathy, Daniel Ellsberg, and

Dave Dellinger, and a number of

other speakers.
As for Baltimore activities, the

Walk enters the city Monday,
with stops at Morgan State and

Hopkins. Ellsberg will speak at
8:00 in Shrive: Hall, sponsored
by the Committee for the

Conversion of the Applied

Physics Lab.
On Tuesday, a morning rally

and street theater on
Greenmount and 31st Street will

lead into a walk downtown for

an afternoon meeting at

Lexington Market. LIMBC will
run continuous showings of
"Hearts and Minds" through the

day. Meanwhile, Mayor Schaefer
has declined a proposed meeting
with the demonstrators at War
Memorial Plaza.
The Walkers, including fifteen

who will have covered the 550

miles from Boston, will then
head toward Washington, with a
stop Thursday at the APL. "The

one word to characterize the

Walk is hope," Pittman said. "As

people look back on the sixties,
they realize that the anti-war and

civil rights efforts paid off."
Now, as the Maryland committee

proposes, "the Walk asks that we

push disarmament to the top of
public agenda and dedicate

ourselves to the nonviolent

struggle for social justice.'

HEYI THAT'S CUTE!'



"The time has come," the walrus said,. "To talk of many things:

Of shoes--and ships--and sealing wax,--.of cabbages--and kings--

And why one sea is boiling hot•

Photos by Jennifer Bishop

and whether pigs have wings."

--Lewis Carroll

Automotive re-cycling: Living off the waste of the land
By GEORGE DORNER

There's an underground of

primitive urban ecologists at

work in Baltimore. They live off

the waste of the land. That

overlooked eyesore on the

modern American urbanscape,

the junk car, supplies their

wherewithal. All this is an

intrologue to an interview with

one of these free enterprise

scroungers:
Your name, please?

Snakeye.
Isn't that kind of strange?

Not really. A lot of us in the

game use aliases, 'cause we're

dodging taxes, old ladies, the law,

welfare investigators, ijMV

(Department of Motor Vehicles)

inspectors. . .you know. There's

Startooth, The Beard, Link, The

Red Baron, Heavy, Big Money,

The Termite. . .a lot of others

with nicknames.
What's the game you refer to?

It's like my business card

says—I'm an "automotive

recycling engineer."
What's that like?
Like a garbage man being a

"sanitation engineer," or a

janitor being a "maintenance

engineer."
So it's a joke, huh?

Well, yyyeeessss. . .maybe. I

mean, the car does get recycled.

They got this big shredder down

at United (United Iron and

Metal). It's big as a city block; it

can eat a car a minute, and it

sorts the pieces out into copper,

tin, steel, plastic, and all that.

And then?
Well, the steel goes to the point

(Sparrows Point) or Japan, the

upholstery goes for fill dirt, the

,rest. . .well, it all gets sold.

Except for tires.
What can be done with the tires?

Not much. Tire recappers are

overstocked, the dumps charge to

take them. The Feds are spending

$7,000,000, the Sunpapers says,

t_o find out whether they can be

mixed into paving asphalt. It's

already been done in Malaysia,

but the Feds don't know that.

Well, enough of tires. Let me act

as

something I should hare asked

long befbre. Where do you get

your cars? how do you, uh,

recycle them?
Well, I scrounge cars from

everywhere. I mean, as you get

around this city, open your eyes.

Abandonded or dead cars

everywhere. Tagless, tire-less,

glassless, motorless, generally

fucked up. Cars it doesn't make

economic sense to repair. And

as to how I recycle, well lemme

an interviewer, and ask you show you.

article copyright Port City News

t Is

NOTE: Interviewer and Snakeye

adjourn to a nearby parking lot.

Snakeye's tow trucx •is parked

there, with a battered old junk

car hanging from the towing

hoist. The truck scarcely looks

better than its 'tow; it is

multi-colored speckled with

primer paint, banged and dented

on all sides. The yard-high steel

front bumper, built-in tool

boxes, and tall square lines of the

cab give it a purposeful stance.

Snakeye opens the door, steps

up into a brand new luxury car

bucket seat, shrts the engine
with the air of a Hell's Angel

communing with his choppel-,

and blips the engine several

times. The rest of this interview

was shouted over the engine roar.

WELL, HOW DO YOU

RECYCLE A JUNKER?
I CUT THE GAS TANK OFF,

'CAUSE IT'S EXPLOSI IE. I

BUST THE TRUNK OPEN, AND
REMOVE ANY TIRES. I TAKE
THE FRONT TIRES OFF; THE
BACK TIRES WILL COME OFF

AT THE SCRAPYARD.
I GRAB PARTS FOR MY

TRUCK SOMETIMES -LIKE
THESE SEATS. I GRAB

CLOTHES FROM THE

TRUNKS, AND WEAR 'EM

FOR WORK. SOMETIMES I

FIND TOOLS. OR COINS. OR

BRAKE FLUID OR

ANTI-FREEZE OR PAINT.

THESE SUNGLASSES I'M

WEARING CAME FROM A

GLOVE BOX.
AND WHEN I'M DONE WITH

ALL THAT, I TAKE THE CAR

DOWN TO BE WEIGHED, AND

1 GET PAID ACCORDING TO

THAT WEIGHT. CASH, DOWN
FRONT.
WHICH REMINDS ME. I

ONLY GOT HALF AN HOUR

TO GET TO UNITED. SEE

YOU.
KELP ON TRUCKIN'.

The last the interviewer saw of

Snakeye was the trunk lid of the

junk car flapping up and down

with every bump it hit, like a

child's hand waving bye-bye.graphics by Scott marks
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PARENTS WEEKEND

9:30 a.m-12:00 noon—Welcome Parents

Hospitality Coffee I-bur—Great Hall

10:30 a.m-Noon—Tqni0Lectures

Fbpkins Faculty—The Union

10:00 a.m.-5 p.m

Student Council Book Sale in

Sunday, October 17

10:00 a.m.-1:30 n.m.—Pancake Brunch

Levering Cafeteria

A million and one nancakes brought to

you by the Senior Class to benefit the

Class scholarshin Endowment Fund!

Student Tickets: 52.00

Gilman Rill Coffee Shop....PLUS....following soccer, cross-couttry, and football.... All Others: 52.50

4:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.—BULL ROAST—Newton H. White Athletic Center!!!

Charcoal Beef on Pit ****Fresh Ham on Pit****Smoked Country liam on Pit

PLUS
At least a dozen other assorted delectables including BEER.

Tickets: 58.00—on sale at Union Desk beginning Monday, October 11

* * HELLO MOM* * *HELLO POP* * * WELCOME TO THE HOP* * *HELLO MOM * * *HELLO POP* *



The Grateful Dead
at Capital Centre

Educated Beer
Tastes Prefer

BJECK'S
IMPORTED BEER

Brewed in West
Germany for
800 semesters!

Enjoyed in
140 Countries!
Graduate to Beck's!

Beer Mug Offer!
Handsome, heavy Beck's
Beer Mugs at very special
low price where you buy
Beck's Beer.

Imported by Dribeck, L.I., N.Y.
Dist. in Md. by F.P. Winner

CASH
AND
CARRY
BOOK
SALE'
Outrageous bargains
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"St. Stephen will remain, all he lost he shall regain..."

Photos by David

The following graduate and professional schools will be visiting Hopkins
during the coming weeks. All students who are interested in investigating
the possibility of attending these schools may come to the Placement
Bureau located in 135 Garland Hall, to sign up for interviews. Catalogs
from these schools will be available at the Placement Bureau.

1 0/ 1 2/76-TuesdayCarnegie-Mellon University, Grad. Sch. of Indus. Admin.
10/13/76-Wednes. University of Rochester, Grad. Sch. of Management
10/13/76-Wednes. University of Pennsylvania, The Law School
I 0/20/76-Wednes. Syracuse University, Sch. of Management

10/21/76-Thurs. University of Tulsa, College of Law
10/22/76-Friday Duke University, School of Law
10/22/76-Friday New York University ,Grad . Sch. of Bus. Admin.

Sponsored by the Placement Bureau, Room 135, Garland Hall

More than 450 titles published by Johns Hopkins University Press

Art books biography

philosophy literature

science medicine

history

paperbacks

gift books

books about
Maryland

and many
more subjects

At 50 to 90% off list prices
or Buy them by the pound Quantities limited

Available two days only:

Thursday, October14 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday, October15 each day

Come to: 
Glass Pavillion of Levering Hall
Homewood Campus of Johns Hopkins University

Charles &34th Streets in Baltimore

(Follow the Book Sale signs from campus entrances)
DON'T MISS THIS TWO-DAY SALE

A

Information and application materials are now available at

the Placement Bureau, Room 135, Garland Hall, for the

Foreign Service Officer Examination and the National

Security Agency's Professional Qualifications Test.. If you

are interested in either of these organizations, please come

to the Placement Bureau as soon as possible to pick up

these materials as the registration deadlines for these tests

are coming up soon. Information about other government

agencies is also available at the Placement Bureau.

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

11411113113,

WA VIVA OW1110101 CO, OK
rEctitilc°1211

ROTUNDA CINEMA

Group Rates.Coll 235-1800

1:30, 3:30, 5 : 30, 7:30, 9:30
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There will be a meeting for all
Course Evaluation staff members on
Monday, October 11 at 4:30 p.m. in
Conference Room A. The first set of
reviews is due at this time and
attendence is expected. Also, anyone
interested in joining the staff at this
time is welcome. If Imable to attend,
please contact Pat Hartwell at
243-3951 during the coming week.

Had enough of Ford? Join us
Monday, Oct. 11, at 7:00 p.m. in
Conference A of the Student Union
for a meeting of Carter-Mondale
volunteers. The Carter-Mondale
coordinator for the 3rd Congressional
district will be there to discuss the
various ways you can help in the
campaign.

Juniors and seniors planning early
graduation please check with Dr.
Dierman in Homewood House if you
haven't done so already.

All persons interested in basketball
who did not make Wed. meeting,
should report to Mr. Kuppert or Mr.
Turner before Tues.

The Women's Center will present
the films Nobyd's Victim and No
Tears for Rachel on Sunday, October
10 at 8:00 p.m. in Shaffer 3.
Admission is free.
95.PvPvg

UNIVERSITY OF OSLO

INTERNATIONAL

SUMMER SCHOOL

OSLO, NOWRAY

June 25 to August 5,1977

TNDERGRADUATE AND

GRADUATE COURSES

Charter Flight Chicago-Oslo

For catalog write to:
Oslo Summer School

Admissions ;

c/o St. Olaf College
Northfield, MN 55057

ca)› campus notes

There will be a meeting of the
Johns Hopkins Investment Club on
Monday October 11 at 1:15 in
Conference Room B. If unable to
attend, contact Michael Liss at
Box 654 or 366-5692.

Anyone interested in participating
in the Fantasy VVargame, Dungeons
and Dragons, should come by the
dorm snack bar on Friday night, after
7:00.
Freshmen pre-meds! Alpha Epsilon

Delta (AED), the premedical honor
society will sponsor advising sessions
on Monday nights. Senior pre-meds
will meet at Homewood House to
conduct the freshmen group sessions.
Take advantage of the opportunity.
Sign up sheets will be available at the
dorms in Mrs. Van Norman's office.

The Student Chapter of ASCE will
hold its first speaker meeting Tuesday
Oct. 12 in Room 114 of Barton Hall
at 5:30. The topic will be The History
of Skyscrapers presented by Mr.
Richard P. Knight, sales engineer for
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. All are
cordially invited.

Twenty dozen fresh donuts (and
coffee, tea, and cookies) will be sold
on Sunday night at the Gilman Coffee
shop by the Junior Class. Come and
take a study break with us!.

Attention all seniors: Graduation is
only 7 months away! In order to
make it a memorable occasion we
have to get to work now and make
definite plans. There will be a meeting
on Tuesday, October 12 at 8:15 p.m.
in Gilman 42 for anyone interested in
being on the graduation committee.
All ideas will be welcomed. If you'd
like to be on the committee, but can't
make this meeting, call Sally Heins at
36604234.

Correction: The Candivate's
Forum for Frosh Elections will be
Oct. 11.

Students who would like to submit
undergaduate papers for possible
publication in the fall issue of Letters
and Papers on the Social Sciences
need only send a xerox copy through
the campus mail to Box 1310.

OFFICE OF TUE CilAPLAIN
"The Sunday Exnerience"

"RACIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN RIIODESI4

AND SOUTIf AFRICA"

A Presentatiou Ry
COURTLANO COX

Center For National Security Studies
Washington, D.C.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10, 11:00 A.M.
LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING FIALL
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Congratulations,
you're in medical school.

.•-

Now, you have to
pay for it.

That can be a veil) senous problem today, especially with
tuition costs climbing relentlessly. Yes, you can borrow, but by
the time you enter practice those debts can be substantial.

There is an alternative an Armed Forces Health Profes-
sions (AFHP) scholarship. Whether you're studying to be a
physician or a dentist, whether your goal is to become- an
osteopath or an optometrist, it can pay your entire tuition and
fees all through medical school. It will also provide you with a
substantial monthly allowance. In other words, if you qualify.
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence
now, when you need it most.

When you're ready to go into practice, an AFHP scholar-
ship will also have paved the way for you to start your career
under highly favorable circumstances. You'll be a commissioned
officer in the military branch of your selection. Your practice
will be waiting for you. You'll step into it and know that the
challenges you'll meet will be solely medical ones and profes
sionally stimulating.

There will also be opportunity for further study. The
Armed Forces have created extensive and outstanding clinical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a spe-
cialty, you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies
of your choice at one of their facilities. ,

The details are many. But if you'll send in the coupon,

we'll mail you literature which will give you a good overview of
the scope of our operations. Why not write? We think you'll
be interested in the possibilities.

I—Armed Forces Scholarships
Box AF. Peoria, IL 61614

Yes. tam interested in Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship
opportunities. I understand there is no obligation.
am especially interested in,

0 Army 0 Air Force 0 Navy
Cl Veterinary. 0 Psychology (PhD)• 0 Physician 0 Dental

Optometry

Name   Sex0M OF

Address  Phone 

City State Zip 

Enrolled at (School) 

To graduate in Degree 
(month, year)

'Veterinary not available in Navy Program. Psychology not available in Army
Program

Armed Forces Health Care.
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The Jewish Students' Association
will sponsor innovative Friday night
services starting this Friday night at
7:00 in Room 44 of Ullman Hall.
Afterwards we will meet in the Kosher
Dining Hall for an Oneg Shabbat.

The Fine ARts Committee will be
holding interviews for Freshmen on
Tuesday, October 12. Two positions
are available for those interested in
helping the Committee plan its
upcoming events. The Committee iw
working to bring more of the
Performing Arts to Hopkins as well as
to exhibit the crafts or acts of
students. If you are aafreshman
interested in helping' us, come to the
Wood Lounge in the Dorms on
Tuesday, October 12, between 7 and
9 p.m.

The Curriculum for Political
Leadership. is now accepting
applications for the mini-mester
Spring term.

For further information, call
Bob Roach at ext. 7182. Deadline for
applications is October 22.

The final result of the Hooking
NAACP drive: $2300.00.The Office

of the Chaplain thanks everyone

WOMAN DESIRES WORK
CLEANING on Saturdays and
Sundays-366-2056.

CLASSIC GUITAR LESSONS offered
by student of Peabody Conservatory.
Call 366-5295.

O R SALE: Fender pre-CBS
Princeton Reverb Studio amp. Mint
ondition. Exceptional value: $195
all Eric 467-3355

SPANISH by experienced native
teachers • All levels, all ages.
366-2056.

MEN! - WOMEN!JOBS
SH I PS!American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pa:,
Worldwide travel. Summer job or

areer. Send $3.00 for

nformation.SEAFAX,Dept. E-17 Box
2 049 , Port a ng eles, Washingtor•

836.2.

' TVA ;OS fiFi =SA VA ;SS TZ;11:511:65 5:55 3e5N =SA 3Z;15=a 31:5511:$3 IMS% T*1

Traditional (Conservative—Orthodox) Shabbat

services will be held in the Kosher Dining Hall

tonight at 6:30 p.m.

Innovative (Refcam—Conservative) Shabbat

services will be held tonight in Gilman Room 44

at 7:00 p.m.

Both services will be followed by an Oneg

Shabbat in the Sukkah outside the Kosher

Dining Hall.

The second in a series of Israeli Dancing

Sessions will be held on Tues., Oct. 12 from

8:00 to 10:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of Levering Hall.

The Jewish Students' Association

itss 3ta3ma gams iregutsvs3;tamuc:aass =513ta 3A $.vs 3:a3Z;i3taNta T:1352$54

'Are you independent,creafive,flexible,
dedicated to God—and
wondering what to do with :-
your life?

Join Father Bruce-a Paulist Father...
Father Bruce doesn't let his idealism go to waste. or his love of God
remain abstract. He's a doer—not just a dreamer. A man on the
move—from his Paulist parish in downtown Manhattan over to The
Juillard School of Music to talk to the students: across to Roosevelt
Hospital to console the sick: down to the Tombs to visit the im-
prisoneul. You'll see him running with his guitar to meet his youth
group (numbering over 100!) for prayer and recreation; or to conduct
a longer retreat with teenagers and young adults.

What motivates this young Paulist Father? His conviction that
people can encounter God today—no matter what their ethnic
group, economic class, or living environment....

Father Bruce joined the Paulists because he saw in them a
unique chance to use all his talents in a free and creative way. But he
did not want to work alone. He wanted a community; a fellowship of
Catholic priests all committed to speaking the Gospel message in the
many different idioms and in the many different ways it takes to trans-
form our society.

Coast to coast, the Paulists' scope is broad—from Manhattan to
Greensboro to Houston to Los Angeles to Fairbanks. And so are their
techniques—parish work, preaching, adult education, campus min-
istry, publishing, mass communications.

The joy and inner satisfaction Father Bruce experiences as a
Paulist can also be yours. His unique gifts permit hispersonal con-
tribution. Find out what your unique gifts can contribute. Discover
our community. Turn your dreams into reality.

Fill out the coupon below for more information about the Paulists.
— — — — — — — —

Dear Father DeSiano:
Please send me more information on the work

of the Paulists and the Paulist Priesthood.
Rev. Frank DeSiano. C S P

Director of Vocations
PAULIST FATHERS
Dept. A 129
415 West 59th Street

New York. N.Y. 10019

NAME  

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY  STATI ?1P_

COLLEGE ATTENDING 

CLASS OF L.   
Dedicated to health care and
the people who practice it.

.11110. .11.111. .011111. .111111. •1111.. .1111.• 41.1.111.= =.1No.= = = =.fimpp= = =.411111.- .11111. .11110. .1111.•
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Bear hunting

Jays minus several key performers versus Ursinus

page _11 /news-letter/oetoher 8,1Q -76

Although the regular season is
still young, the Hopkins football
team is already facing a serious
problem that is often not
encountered until much later in
the schedule.

This difficulty is the alarming
number of injuries that have
beset a numerically small Blue
Jay gridiron squad that can ill
afford to lose players.
When the team travels to

Collegeville, Pa. tomorrow to
face MAC-rival Ursinus, the Jays
could be competing without the
services of as many as eight
Players. Several of these injuries
are of a temporary nature and
those athletes should be
returning to active duty in the
next few weeks, but at least three
players have been sidelined for
the remainder of the season.
The latter group includes Dave

Greisler, George Skegas and
Scott Smith—men who figured
Prominently in .the plans of head
coach Dennis Cox. Greisler, a
starting offensive tackle, received
a concussion several weeks ago
and has had to sit out for the
season, while Smith and Skegas
both sustained knee injuries that
have forced them to hang up
their cleats for this year.
Among the players who expect

to be out for Saturday's contest
but return before season's end
are senior co-captain Brett Miles,

Hopkins' QB Tom Bender (12) passes us. F&M

Mike Jurgenson and Millard
Tydings. Miles, who suffered a
pinched nerve in his back and
was forced to miss the F and M
game last week, is doubtful for
tomorrow's game while
Jurgenson's pulled hamstring
muscles should keep him
sidelined for several more weeks.
Tydings, a freshman offensive
lineman, is in a cast because of a
knee problem but should return
to action soon.

Despite the large amount of
physical disabilities, Coach Cox is
taking the situation in stride.

Extra push 

Hopkins-Alumni lax
In what promises to be an

exciting game, the Hopkins fall
lacrosse squad will take on a
team consisting of JIIU alumni
lacrosse players including
three -time first -team
All-Americans Jack Thomas,
Rick Kowalchuk, and 'Joe
Cowan. The game is open to the
Public and there will be no
admission fee.
The Blue Jay fall squad has

now been practicing 3 times a
Week for several weeks and,
according to Head Coach Henry
Ciccarone, "The main goal of fall
lacrosse is to indoctrinate the
freshmen and orient them to our
System"
Any previous follower of fall

lacrosse at Hopkins would notice
a stepped-up program from the
Past. Ciccarone explained the
Change saying, "The main reason
for this is to have our guys in
better condition to avoid injuries
We had last year." He referred
Specifically to midfielder George
Johnson and former
All-American attackman Richie
Hirsch. Both sustained shoulder
injuries during fall lacrosse last
Year and performed at less than
their potential this past spring.

Ciccarone's own feelings have
much to do with the accelerated
fall program.
"I feel more geared up this

Year to do better than in the
Past," he commented. By
working harder and
accomplishing the things we want
to, we should be better along in
the spring."

Most colleges and universities
run their fall programs at a pace

similar to that which Hopkins

used in the past. It is hoped that
extra "push" in the fall will aid
the Jays in the spring.

Although it is too early to tell
how his team will perform,
Ciccarone felt the stickwork has
shown improvement since
practice has started. The "hustle
and aggressiveness" have really
impressed the coach and he
senses that the players "are
hungrier this year" than at this
point in previous years.

Ciccarone also added that "we
will be much more aggressive in
the spring." He explained the
Jays won't go out of their way to
make contact but will employ it
in appropriate situations.

It appears the Jays did a good
job of recruiting this year. Not
mentioning any specific names of
these new players, Ciccarone said
that three middies, four
at t ackmen, three defensemen,
and a goalie all have chances to
make significant contributions to
the fall squad. He also said, "Five
frosh are first line ballplayers and
should help the team in the
spring."
The remaining opponents on

the Jays' fall schedule all appear
formidable. On Sunday Oct. 10
at 1:00 p.m. they host the
University of North Carolina on
Homewood Field, while they
encounter the University of
Delaware at 4:00 p.m. on Oct. 13
on Garland Field. Other games
include a home-and-home series
with UMBC and a frosh
scrimmage against Roanoke
College.
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"The injuries are a fact of life
and I accept it," the Hopkins
mentor explained. "Sometimes
they happen in the first week of
practice and sometimes in the
last week—unfortunately, we've.
had all our major injuries at
once."
The coach did acknowledge

that this is "a little more than we

normally have" and added. "With
a smaller number on the team.
it's a lot more critical—it doesn't
hurt a large squad as much."
Tomorrow's contest against

the Golden Bears should be an
interesting one. According to
COx, Ursinus is "much like our
team—they also have about forty
players."

The Bears also have a new
coach, but he has met with little
success so far this year. His
team's record stands at 0-3
following consecutive losses to
Western Maryland, F and M and
Lebanon Valley.
Coach Cox considers this game

important if the Jays are to
rebound from their poor start.

"Previous football teams at
Hopkins have been at this point
(0-2) before and have come back
to win six games," the Coach
reminded. "I've really been
pleased with our team this year
and a win Saturday would help
us an awful lot.—

Marty and Chaim: superstars?
By ANDREW C OHEN

This year's freshman class has
offered a number of stars that
have been able to break into the
starting varsity line-ups of their
respective sports in their first
season of collegiate action.
Two such first-year players are

freshmen Marty Wolf and Chaim
Levin of the Blue Jay soccer
team.

Although he comes to Hopkins
from Long Island, Chaim is
originally from Israel. He was
born in a small town outside the
major city of Tel. Aviv and can
not remember a time when he
was not playing soccer.
"In Israel, as well as most

countries outside of America,"
cited, Chaim, "soccer is a
livelihood. You begin to play as
soon as you are able to walk."
"In Israel," he said, "the

program is much more
rigorous—much more seems to be
at stake. Most times a coach's
actual life depends on whether
his team wins or loses. Often,
after a game in which his team
loses, the coach can be expected
to get beat up as he leaves the
field. Here in America, soccer is
taken just as a sport, as it

probably should be.'
While in high school, Chaim

played for the Harborfield
Township team, a squad which
won the Long Island
Championship twice and was
ranked second in the state of
New York in 1975.
"College soccer is much harder

than high school soccer," said
Chain). "You can get away with a
lot more in high school. I am still
not fully adjusted to this life."
Levin has not shown any lack

of adjust ment on the field,
though. In a recent game with

1J rsinus, the lineman scored two
goals.

Marty Wolf hails from here in
Baltimore City. As with most
college soccer players, Marty had
an active high school soccer
career- He competed for
A rch bishop Curley High School,
a school consistently rated as one
of the top fiv.e in Maryland
soccer.

Like Chaim, Marty finds
college soccer to be much more
challenging.
"There is more emotion in the

college game," said Marty. It is
played at a faster and more
physical pace than in high
ichool."

Upon arriving on the soccer
scene at Hopkins. Marty also
found some difficulty in
adjustment. Yet he contends that

the advantages of being a
freshman on the varsity squad
outweigh the disadvantages.
"As a freshman," he said,

"you know that you have four
full years to attain the certain
goals you set for yourself in this
game."

Playing strong midfielder for
the Jays \l arty has scored twice
this year, and has set up many
other goals.

Academically, Chaim is an
;Itternational studies major and
Marty is a psychology major.
Both men would like to attend
law school after they graduate
'rout JHU.
Other freshmen presently

, caring varsity soccer uniforms
include back Ed Vance and
ieserve goalie, George Coutros.
The team travels to Carlisle,

Pa. tomorrow to face the .Red
-Devils of Dickinson

t

'College. The
Red Devils were one of only two
teams that the Jays failed to
defeat in the regular ;season last
year 1-1 tie) and Hopkins will
be looking for revenge.

z

One of six Blue Jay goals in Saturday's shutout of f 'rsituis
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